
Called to order at 3:20 

 

Approval of October minutes. 

-Gaylene motioned to approve. 

-Lacey seconded. 

 

 

Present at the meeting: 

Gaylene Erwin 

Ashley Reyes 

Jimmy Brown 

Lacey Harrison 

Mandy Dinkins 

Roy Hatt 

Heidi  Quintana 

Jenny Burnett 

 

 

Capital Outlay Projects 

-Talked about new locking doors 

-Will pay for paint - custodians have to do it 

-Rain gutter is needed - nowhere for water to go 

-Need to fix second handicap door 

 

Science Fair 

-talked about budget for science fair 

 

Art Fair 

-March 14 - April 4th 

-art up by the 13th 

-teachers have a budget 

 

Smart TVs (2650) - can use savings from summer packets, and math seeds 

 

Adding Multiplication Bee to help fill math gaps 

 

Dream box app (an app that shows where students need support) 

-Fills in gaps 

-Try pilot program first for 3 months. - Money needed to support program until grant is received 

$550. 

-changes based on grade to keep students engaged  (K-2, 3-5, 6) 

-shows how to help the child, aids can use it to help. 

 

Summer packets 



- replace with reading log, lexia, and dream box - starts summer of 2020  

Jimmy motioned to approve 

Mandy seconded 

 

Gaylene talked about how lexia works. 

 

Buzzers for multiplication bee - use leftover funds from the constitution bee. 

 

3 teachers are going to a conference for science, will need funds to get science supplies $500 

Heidi motioned to approve 

Jimmy seconded 

 

Harlem Globetrotters coming to the school, testing motivation, goes along with our social-

emotional program - January 22 

 

Gary Hogg visit in 4-14-20 

 

Talked about fundraising ideas (Venmo) art fair?  

Talked about Scholastic - charging too much for the bookfair, not worth it. 

 

Talked about testing 

-Getting growth of 42% in Ela 

-Math 44% 

-Science 51% 

 

Achievement  

-Ela 33% 

-Math 24% 

-Science 18% 

 

Talked about programs to keep 

-Raz kids 

-Lexia 

-Ixl 

-Sri 

-Reading counts 

-Spelling city 

-Keyboarding for kids 

-Dreambox math - grant 

 

Activities 

Science Fair (300) 

Art Fair (300) 

Breakfast with books (600) 



Summer packet - will change 

Student folders and planners 

Constitution bee (25) 

Multiplication Bee  

Professional Development (2400) - in Richfield 

 

Technology 

Tech replacement rotation to replace stored and in class. 

Would like to add 5 floaters to move along with big classes. 

 

Teacher requests 

Science equipment 

Tech replacement plan 

Multiplication bee 

Assemblies - motivational SEL, author workshops 

 

Around 19,000 for the upcoming plan 

 

TSSA - purchased 7 mindsets program for 5 years  

-may want to use the money for another teacher for 4th to prevent a split 

-Talked about the idea of reducing aids to gain a teacher - but aid funding doesn’t affect teacher 

funding 

 

Try to get plan ready next meeting 

 

Lacey motioned to adjourn 

Mandy seconded 

 

 

 

 

 

 


